
APPENDIX B:

PUBLIC COMMENT



Summary of Public Comments June/July 2009 

Summary of Neighborhood Review Meeting’s verbal comments/questions (obtained from staff 
notes and PDI notes) 

Neighborhoods A & B (northwest and west portions of the City): 

 Approximately 50 people attended 

 Most common topic was roads (timing/cost/type of repair, expansion, etc. of existing 
roads) 

 Other topics included 
o Will there be changes to taxes, what will they be 
o Support for maintaining the rural character of the City of Franklin 
o Concerns about the impact of sewer and water service on future development, 

the 70/30 goal, etc. 

Neighborhoods C & D (northern and central portion of the City): 

 Approximately 60 people attended 

 Most common topic was the A-1 and A-2 areas (some people wanted them to stay 
undeveloped, some wanted them to be all residential, some wanted them to be 
residential with some commercial) 

 Other topics included 
o The 2 surveys done in 2005 are too old 
o Concerns about the amount of commercial land use in the City of Franklin 
o Concerns about big box commercial development 
o Support for upscale dining 
o Support for environmental protection/land use buffers 

Neighborhoods E & F (northeast and east portions of the City): 

 Approximately 55 people attended 

 Most common topic was the surveys done in 2005 (they are too old, etc.) 

 Other topics included 
o Concerns about the amount of commercial land use in the City of Franklin 
o Support for agricultural preservation 
o Concerns about stormwater drainage problems 

Neighborhoods G & I (southeast and central portions of the City): 

 Approximately 25 people attended 

 Most common topic was the surveys done in 2005 (they are too old, etc.) 

 Other topics included 
o Concern about the 70/30 goal and the amount of commercial land use that would 

mean
o Support for environmental protection 

Neighborhood H (southwest portion of the City): 

 Approximately 15 persons attended 

 Most common topic was taxes (how will taxes change in the future, etc.) 

 Other topics included 
o Opposition/concern with commercial land use on Ryan Road 
o Support for rural character/environmental protection 
o Concern about the provision of public sewer and municipal water 



Summary of the Like/Dislike Exercise (conducted by PDI at all of the first series of Neighborhood 
Review Meetings)  [This exercise consisted of those in attendance at the meetings placing 
colored dots on maps (the Future Land Use Map and an aerial photograph of the city) to identify 
what they like (signified by green dots) and don’t like (signified by orange dots), and a comment 
sheet to explain what their dot meant.  The dots and comments were sometimes specific to a site, 
were sometimes related to the entire city, and were sometimes not clear.  For the summary 
below, staff combined the comments into similar topics.] 

Comments (general): 

 Most common topic (about 26 comments) was keep the city rural/do not develop 

 Second most common topic (about 17 comments) was the amount of commercial lands 
within the city (about half said there is too much commercial planned, about half said it 
was ok) 

 Third most common topic (about 10 comments) was about paths/trails/sidewalks (most 
supported at least some paths, trails, and/or sidewalks, some said no to any more paths, 
trails and/or sidewalks) 

 Fourth most common topic (about 9 comments) was about the amount of residential 
lands planned in the city (most said it was ok, a few said it was too much) 

 Fifth most common topic (about 7 comments) was concern about stormwater drainage 
problems. 

 Sixth most common topic (about 5 comments) was about parks (acquire more parks, 
develop more activities at parks, or protect the parks) 

 All of the other topics had fewer than 5 comments each. 

Dots (site specific): 

 20 pertained to the A-1 and/or A-2 areas (12 did not like what was planned, 8 did like part 
or all of what was planned) 

 7 pertained to the Ryan Road area (did not like what was planned) 

 5 pertained to the City of Milwaukee Nursery land (did not like what was planned) 

 All other areas of the City had fewer than 5 dots 

Citizen Letters/Emails

 One citizen would like the city to preserve agricultural lands. 

 One citizen would like changes to be made to the draft Future Land Use Map, primarily 
adding additional future commercial and other non-residential land uses to certain areas 
of the City. 

 One citizen would like an ad-hoc committee to be created by the City to study the effects 
current economic conditions may have on the recommendations contained within the 
draft Comprehensive Master Plan. 

 One citizen would like the area of Rawson Avenue west of Loomis Road to remain 
residential. 



Green # Neighborhood Positive Comment Orange # Concerned Comment Additional Comments
Keep rural area from development. Keep O'Malley development to be rural in nature. What does environmental corridor entail? Explain this at next meeting.
Keep the City with a rural character.
Add free garden plots.
Keep commercial areas in groups on corridor. 
Development  should all save space for paths to environmental areas. 
All side walks should be paths (no winter use).  Develop undeveloped park lands.
Develop undeveloped park lands.
Encourage children fishing in any lakes and rivers.
Provide access to Root River at Rawson Avenue.  Access was eliminated when the Rawson Avenue was redone a 
few years back.  No parking allowed! No space to park.  Same at Drexel where Root River crosses.

Franklin Review Meeting: June 23, 2009: A and B
DOT COMMENTS

11/12 B 11/12

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF

y p g p p
Traffic problems
Retain rural areas
More trails rather than sidewalks.

I do not get a sense that there is a "downtown" or a city center in Franklin.  In the meeting 
it was mentioned that 76th and Rawson was a "hub" of commerce, yet the civic center is 
on Loomis. 
There is a lack of identity of the heart of our community.

33 A No development planning in the wooded area just west of the Lannon Stone Court. 33 Please don't expand Pine Street.
I like the way that Mission Hills Drive is proposed to be extended.  People are already racing down it assuming it to 
be a short-cut to Forest Home.  I do not want more traffic through the subdivision.

If the monastery land is to be developed, I would prefer high end residential rather than commercial or multi-family.

Continue and increase bike trails and sidewalks were appropriate.
Road repairs make a thorough - good job rather than fixing over and over (real bad problem areas)
No roundabouts. Does not work for plowing and semis?

43 Connect the Whitnall Park and Oak Leaf Trail with the electric company trail off North Cape Road to Muskego.

Repair and widen North Cape to allow for bike lovers to make the connection.
44 A Preserve Whitnall Park area and maintain roads in the park.

Gen. B Gen. Not part of proposed overlay - need to be part of the overlay - able to divide into acre lots. 
Have 10 acres.

Support the city civic area proposed for SE corner of Loomis and Hwy 100! Gen. Since HWY 100 is state run. My concern is lack of sidewalks to walk on and lack of bike 
lanes (dangerous for bikers)!

Good we are not rushing into decisions on this Getting to Whitnall Park by bike or running, crossing HWY 100, is very dangerous even at 

B37

No "green" comments.

?31/32 31/32

A42

A

BGen.

I hope that this process will allow for a coordinated development of the land.  I don't want to 
see a jumble of strip malls or buildings that clash in design.  We already live close enough to 
Southridge.

Good we are not rushing into decisions on this. g y g g y g
the intersection on Drexel.

Gen. A Keep good balance of agriculture and rural. Gen.

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF



Green # Neighborhood Positive Comment Orange # Concerned Comment Additional Comments
79 (76th South from Rawson to Ryan) You made it sound as though the roads were going to 

have sidewalks and center medians - as a done deal! I was at the last meetings and no 
one wanted sidewalks and large center medians.

80 (100th/State Hwy 100 from Drexel to Ryan) Same comment as above.
22 D Keep mixed. Like the usage on Rawson and Old Loomis Road. No box store.
26 D I like the intended use (Old Loomis Road and Rawson Ave.)

D 87 Development of commercial will cause increased flooding and traffic in current residential 
area.

88 Commercial development will cause increased traffic and therefore increased road repair 
and need for sidewalks which is what is NOT wanted.  Will take away from rural 
appearance. Residential areas will required more buffer from noise and crime of 
commercial area

What is the plan for the house of correction! Change that part of Milwaukee - charge back for 
each resident! Get the tax balance in check.

Franklin Review Meeting: June 29, 2009: C and D

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF

commercial area.
67 D

Some commercial use is desirable along Loomis such as smaller buildings with lots of green space.

67 Definitely "not in favor" of commercial usage west of Loomis on Rawson.  There is enough 
traffic already.  Do not want more.  It's difficult to access Rawson from 92nd Street during 
certain times of the day.  Live and Rawson and do not know of any notification one year 
ago regarding this.

(Area off East of Loomis) Support some commercial along Loomis such as offices (Dental, law, small business) or 
small specialty restaurants.  Keep in mind green space.

57 More residential East of 68th North of Drexel.  What [where] is access to area? Concern 
for traffic increase on 68th.

West of Loomis - Residential
110 D Big boxes on 27th Street will open doors for numerous businesses to help ease the tax burden. 109 Keep area single-family zoning (do not change to multi-family zoning)

D 81/82 8200-8400 Rawson was originally zoned for residential and should remain as was = 
residential.

111 I believe the only appropriate land use for the area near Loomis and Rawson is commercial.  It's too busy for 
residential in that area.  The city needs additional specialty shops and restaurants.  This is a very appropriate place 
for that type of development.

112 I am strongly supportive of big box development, in addition to dining establishments in this area.  I think we should 
strongly, aggressively sink a IKEA store, which will create opportunities for numerous other businesses.

Support maintaining natural areas, bike paths, walkways.
Limited small/soft commercial - but don't force commercial developments.

90 Private ownership business and upscale restaurants. 90 Concerned with flooding and run off concerns.  Already problems without adding in more 
hard surfaces. Keep communicating with us.

C/D 93 (Loomis and Hwy 100 at Martin's Road area) Keep this area residential.  Do not build 
"commercial" here. 

99 D Residential 99 What can be built in this area?
D 103 About 8900 to 8500 west Rawson Ave should remain residential When did it and how or

No national chain medium or big box stores.

D

D 89

D57

89

D 103 About 8900 to 8500 west Rawson Ave. should remain residential.  When did it and how or 
is it now commercial?

97 When I moved here in 1987, the famous land on Loomis was supposed to be multi-family 
along Loomis and then single-family inside.  Country is a temporary cul du sac and was 
supposed to connect with another dead end next to it on 82nd.  To develop the area east 
of Loomis as commercial will ruin the family neighborhood.  Loomis Road is already busy 
and loud enough.

33 D Support commercial and residential along Loomis Road, but no more "big box.
41 This area should be more park area and pool for public usage.  Loomis Road gives a very 

easy access for all residents.
42 Green space for the community.

Too much commercial in an area that already has an over abundance.
Water run off issues - this is a cow land
Traffic congestion issues.
Noise concerns for the neighborhoods with an over use of commercial in between the 
residential areas.
No big box streets
(Commercial developments on Rawson west of Loomis) Absolutely against! This is a 
residential area of nice homes and should remain so.  The commercial designation should 
remain east of Rawson.
There is enough empty commercial property.

Gen. D First moved to Franklin - I like the peace and quiet. Came from living on a city street (too busy - cars, trucks, sirens, 
snow plows at 1am) cannot tolerate more than we already have now.  No heavy commercial please it's beautiful 
county living - love it that way!

D

83

D 84

101

D
We do not need more malls that after using the land, they stand empty or half used up.

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF



Green # Neighborhood Positive Comment Orange # Concerned Comment Additional Comments
141 Lack of public gathering/community/"town center"
142 Philosophy of rom development and subdivision creation is outdated and incompatible with 

soil structure.
133 Milwaukee County Nursery - Great opportunity to preserve a large tract of open space along a major environmental 

corridor - Root River
133 Area E by St. James Church may not show correct woodland boundary.

134 State Natural Area 134 Bike trail in St. Martins should be paved.
E 157 We do not want more commercial in our area. We live on 42nd & Rawson.
E 136 We do not need a new high school. Make use of the one we have.

164 I would like to see a landscaping project that would divert water from flooding my basement. 172 I'm concerned about water run off if the city ever builds a strip mall on the south west 
corner of 51st E. Rawson.

I would like to see a goal that would balance land used for farming an agriculture, with the 
population growth.

165 I would like to see more trees of a faster growing type planted on the quarry berm Right now it looks like a berm

Franklin Review Meeting: July 1, 2009: E and F

E
Pedestrian of Root River corridor

141

F

E

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF

165 I would like to see more trees of a faster growing type planted on the quarry berm.  Right now it looks like a berm.  
More trees, like maple would give it a more natural look.

158 Landscaping streets. 166 Oak Creek Franklin school district.
159 Senior housing 167 Water service in Area F
150 E I like the bike trail along 51st but there should be more "feeder" trails to the Root River bike trail other than along 

major streets.  As it is now, people need to drive their cars and park in lots adjacent to the trail.  Safer routes need to 
be made to this trail other than via Rawson, Drexel and Puetz.

F 151 Concerned that there will be buffers between 27th Street commercial and 28th Street 
residential homes.

E 135 Homeowner's landscaping has changed the water run off patterns over the years so that 
water run off in large storem events does not reach the storm drains as easily in the past.  
Some times we have standing water in our yards because land no longer slopes to the 
storm drains, through no fault of our own - other homeowner's made these changes but the 
effect is to all of us.

I would love to see some areas devoted to community gardens.  My lot is too small and not 
aesthic to add one.  In the current economy maybe growing own's own food would be of 
interest to others, including those in apartments and townhomes.

156 F

I support enforcing all DNR wetland restrictions for future development.  To be more specific, the area (undeveloped 
currently) located between 35th and 42nd and Puetz Road (north side) to be held to DNR standards and not be given 
any leeway to developers who may want to change DNR restrictions and affect residents who live in this area.

164 I would like to see the "nursery" (51st and Puetz) stay as a natural resource for 2 main 
reasons. One there are a lot of annoying private lands that will be developed in the future 
making natural areas dimisnish.  Two, with all the new proposed development the traffic on 
Puetz Road especially and secondary roads will increase dramatically and living on Puetz 
Road (which is in a residential corridor) it will become increasingly dangerous.

22 Keep this area natural.
23 A road is needed Marquette to 51st Street.

What type of business maybe established on 27th and Puetz?
How will the 27th Street widening affect property values and quality of living of homes in 
that area (i e noise pollution traffic congestion etc )?

E21 Keeping that area natural with no roads.  We have many deer, racoons etc. that would be destroyed by taking nature 
away with development

F

170

that area (i.e. noise, pollution, traffic congestion etc.)?
145 Correct drainage from current condo property that is going onto the residential lands. When developing mixed development.  Pay attention to water drainage for existing residents.
146 Tax money all needs to go to City of Franklin only. Not Oak Creek.

Also keep many farms intacked that way they are and don't allow anymore development of 
these properties.  A lot of people don't want to rely on importing foods.

(Extension of Marquette Avenue west to 51st Street) I live at 4811 W Madison.  I am not 
against the road being put through, in fact many neighbors feel it would relieve school 
traffic within the neighborhood.  But as a member of St. James and regarding our wish to 
build our new church to the North of the proposed road.  The proposal requires us to pay 
for the road is unreasonable.
Additionally the general trend to curb and sidewalks is very troubling.  The survey 
indicates sidewalks and curb and gutter is undesirable yet we keep putting more streets in 
with these features - not good!

153 (27th and 29th Streets) Proper and adequate drainage for storm water between Southland 
and hill top.

154 Street access to 27th - Traffic concerns.
185 Must be careful with commercial development along 27th Street.  Want quality 

development and not low-end but increase the tax base without regards to the possibility 
or porbibilty of the businesses success.  Do not want any more empty, unfilled space.  
Must be mindful of what type of traffic problems might develop in neighborhoods. Would like sidewalks south of Rawson - currently no where to walk

186 Leave Milwaukee County nursery land open as buffer because of prison. Is there anyway to mitigate airport noise?
155 (36th and Maplecrest) We have drainage water in our yard and over our driveway when 

there are heavy rains. I have complained about this several times with no satisfactory 
result. Will this be resolved in this plan?

E

Wooded areas filled with wildlife are wonderful. Retain and prohibit their destruction or development.

E173

165

F

result.  Will this be resolved in this plan?
156 We are one of the few neighborhoods that sill do not have city water.  Will city water for 

this area be included in the plan? If not, why not?
174 Milwaukee Nursery - keep green space - no buildings.
175 Enforce home maintenance in existing homes.
143 No roads, just small pathways for biking, walking etc.
144 Marquette needs to be extended to 51st Street for traffic reasons for the whole area.

Code enforcement or creation would be estiaclly beneficial (homeowners) to cleaning up 
property.  Example - College Avenue west of 51st 
I agree with land for small parks and green areas.
2005 Survey - outdated
Keep the Milwaukee City Nursery (Puetz and 51st) rural.
Code enforcement to clean up existing environment by property owners.

Keep residential construction low due to excess houses - many for sale for 1 year or more.
No more condos - too many are still for sale!!
No more senior buildings - no transportation and no services.  We are over loaded with 
appartments for seniors.
Serious water control for existing subdivisions.
Consider commercial areas in Unit 5 School District.

EGen. Keep the area nautral with wild life being undistrubed.  This is how it has been since we moved here.

FGen.

Gen.

Stop building.E166

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF



Green # Neighborhood Positive Comment Orange # Concerned Comment Additional Comments
179 Business park?
180 Sewer?
37 This area south of Oakwood Road should be residential to go with current residential use 

on west side of Oakwood 27th to golf course.
69 Vacant land at 5660 W. Oakwood) Currently zoned residential.  Plan shows future 

commercial zoning.  Will a residence built by original land owner be allowed?
Maximize home-based [local] businesses (the age of coordinate dynasaurusis is over)
Maximize home-based [local] businesses along Loomis corridor

130 Importing garbage from China and now India should be treated as crime. No public official should remain in office and 
living on tax payers while exporting jobs to China.

All the land around and including the House of Correction should be considered for

Franklin Review Meeting: June 30, 2009: G and I

129 I

Gen

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF

All the land around and including the House of Correction should be considered for 
redevelopment (North of Ryan, South of Puetz, East of S. 76 St., and West of S. 68 St.)  To 
the North of the creek which you show in yellow should be for a future high school, church or 
community center.  To the South of the creek which you show in green & blue should be all red 
for future business/industrial park with retail on Ryan Road.  The Southeast corner of S. 76 St. 
& Puetz should be red or pink not green.
The Northeast corner of S. 76 St. & Drexel should be red right on the corner not yellow with 
some multi family zoning to the East of the proposed red area along Drexel Avenue.  Reason: 
there is no single family road access from the neighborhoods from the North or East which lets 
this property stand alone similar to the 2 corners of Hwy 36 and Drexel Ave in which they but 
up to single family neighborhoods too.
Southwest corner of Hwy 36 and Rawson Avenue should stay all R-3E residential because the 
sewer isn’t large enough to serve that area for any other use other then single family 
residential unless sewer is extended from Greendale along S. 76 St. and continues South 
along Crystal Ridge Road to Rawson Avenue which there is no one to specially assess for the 
sewer because Milwaukee County owns all the land where the sewer needs to go and that 
land to the West side of S. 76 St. and the West side of Crystal Ridge Road is a land fill and is 
un-developable.
The Northwest corner of Hwy 100 & Rawson Ave should be all red.  You have some red but 
the rest should be shown red too.

The land South of the City Hall and North of the Police Station on the East side of Hwy 36 
should be multifamily.  Your missing multifamily/condo’s that exist on the West side of Hwy 36 
across from the Police Station that is never going to be redeveloped to mix use.
The 160 acres on the Northwest corner of S. 51 St. & Puetz is owned by the City of Milwaukee

Gen. 
O'Malley 

email

The 160 acres on the Northwest corner of S. 51 St. & Puetz is owned by the City of Milwaukee 
and they use it as a nursery but I know that they are considering selling it.  That property 
should be single family residential!!!
All the land along the East side of S. 76 St. North of Puetz is already condos up to Forest Hill 
Avenue not single Family.
All the blue (Institutional) area West of S. 76 St. and North of Hwy 100 up to S. 92nd St. is two 
small for a high school site.  That site should be Mixed Use Commercial/Office.  It has a 
natural buffer with the wetlands and woods from the single family residential.  Even the light 
green area to the South of the blue area known as “Areas of Natural Resource Features” 
should be offices too like Bishoff’s woods in Brookfield.
There is no Multifamily North of Rawson Avenue and West of S. 51st Street, it is already 
developed as single family.
I totally disagree with Commercial (red) on Ryan Road between S. 112th St. and S. 92nd 
Street, it should all be residential.

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF



Green # Neighborhood Positive Comment Orange # Concerned Comment Additional Comments
21 I would prefer if this entire property would be residential so I can do something as far as a 

residence on a larger lot during my lifetime.
26 Residential should be commercial (sliver of Road) Loomis

H 51 I would like to see the (red) commercial (along Ryan Road - CTH) moved west along Hwy 
36 - it makes sense to me to keep commercial along the state highway with better 
accessibility.

53 This land should be all A1 - Agriculture.  It has been farm land for 150 years.
54 This land should be all A1 - Agriculture.  It has been farm land for 150 years.
56 Ryan Road between South 92nd Street and Hwy 36, should be preserved for it's rural 

character and environmental qualities.  Commercial development is just a plain bad idea!

H

Franklin Review Meeting: June 25, 2009: H

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF

q p j p

55 This should be preserved for it's rural character and environmental qualities.  Commercial 
development is just a plain bad idea!

H 61 This area zoned as Natural Resources does not give owners any chance of selling 
property for its highest value.  At previous meeting, it was discussed that this area may be 
best used as M1, creating an industrial buffer to the east of the land fill.

62 Industrial corridor could be located on 112 Street and County Line near the land fill. I don't 
feel that recreational use is the best use for land next to land fill.

Don't mind the expansion of the park towards 112th. Would prefer no development and no sewer along 112th between Oakwood and Ryan 
Road

Concerned about the accommodation for sustainable agriculture/horticulture.  Cities seem to 
push these aside in favor of "development," just as we're seeing a good economic, nutritional, 
and distribution (grow near cities, rather than ship from distances) - based movement towards 
this.

Gen.Gen.

Green Dot = Positive Comment
Orange Dot = Concern PDI/GRAEF
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